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Advertising campaign performance evaluation indicators: essential analysis

ÌÀÐÊÅÒÈÍÃ

Introduction and problem statement
Under today’s conditions of functioning of the

global economic space, the existing and widely used
classic and modern marketing tools require rapid
transformation for the purposes of researching the
requirements of users of various services, products,
works, services [1-3], as well as the peculiarities of
the application of mechanisms for evaluating the
effectiveness of marketing measures to determine
business results.

In order to form a clear picture of the quality

of the company’s marketing activity, it is necessary
to evaluate the effectiveness of advertising and the
advertising campaign in general, which will allow
timely identification of problems and optimization
of the budget structure of marketing expenses.

Under modern business conditions, advertising
is one of the most important tools for promoting
enterprises and their products (works, services),
strengthening positions in existing markets and
obtaining new niches in new markets. To form the
possibility of overcoming competitors, it is necessary
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to develop high-quality marketing tactics and strategy,
which, in turn, involves the creation of an effective
system for evaluating the results of an advertising
campaign. For this, it is necessary to use specific
indicators.

As evidenced by the results of the analysis of
the practice of carrying out advertising activities, most
often the costs of advertising today occupy a
significant proportion among the expenditure items
of the enterprise budget. In order to assess the
payback of such costs, it is necessary to monitor the
effectiveness of advertising. Using a specific system
of indicators to evaluate the effectiveness of an
advertising campaign will allow you to determine
which advertising channels lead to more leads, which
advertising campaign brings more profit, which
advertising expenses lead to losses, etc.

So, in the end, evaluating the effectiveness of
the advertising campaign is, first of all, expedient
and necessary to optimize the budget and determine
ways to increase the company’s profits.

Thus, summarizing the theoretical aspects of
evaluating the effectiveness of an advertising
campaign will allow creating a scientific basis for
the formation of a specific concept (model) of
product development or its improvement (promotion)
by improving and transforming the marketing tactics
and strategy of the enterprise.

Analysis and research of publications
To date, in the special and scientific literature,

attention is paid to the issue of creating a theoretical
basis for evaluating the effectiveness of an advertising
campaign. Thus, the peculiarities of evaluating the
effectiveness of advertising activities on the Internet
as the newest environment of business
communications are determined [4], the theoretical
foundations of the advertising activity of enterprises
in modern conditions, the main methods of
evaluating its effectiveness and the problems that
arise in the process of developing advertising
campaigns today are considered [5], the methods of
evaluating the economic effectiveness of advertising
campaigns of small and medium-sized businesses are
considered and the principles of their application
are determined, the features of the use of advertising
campaign tools are analyzed in terms of planning
the marketing budget of the enterprise and its
activities in general, a conceptual model for managing
the effectiveness of advertising campaigns is proposed
as a component of marketing planning in terms of
functioning economic growth [6], an approach to
the planning and implementation of an advertising
campaign is developed and tested [7], the
communication and economic effect after an

advertising campaign is determined [8], the main
metrics for evaluating the effectiveness of video
advertising are summarized [9], the expediency of
the transition to a more progressive form of
marketing, namely digital, to increase the
effectiveness of marketing activities is proved [10]
and others.

At the same time, with regard to the theoretical
aspects of evaluating the effectiveness of an advertising
campaign taking into account various factors and
influencing factors, it is appropriate to note that such
issues are described quite concisely in the
recommendations of marketing practitioners or are
summarized in scientific works, which, in turn,
emphasizes the importance of creating such scientific
basis for application in the practical activity of
economic entities of various forms of ownership
under modern conditions of functioning of the
Ukrainian market.

The purpose of the article
The purpose of the work is to research and

generalize the existing indicators for evaluating the
effectiveness of the advertising campaign, their
essence and functional purpose.

Presenting main material
Under the current conditions of functioning of

the global economic environment, contextual
advertising KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) are
used to evaluate the effectiveness of an advertising
campaign. Such indicators are used to determine
the weak and strong points of an advertising campaign
in order to evaluate the next steps and actions to
change the tactics and strategy of such activities.

Among the easy-to-use KPI indicators (Key
Performance Indicators) of contextual advertising,
the following are often used today: resource traffic;
positions in search engines; conversion; total number
of clicks (CTR); the cost of one click with a
subsequent transition to the site (CPC); the value of
one full order (paid) received thanks to the advertising
campaign (CPS); rate of return on advertising
campaign (ROI), etc.

The most used indicator of interest to customers
is traffic, which is direct traffic (when customers-
users enter the site by entering the full address of
the resource), search traffic (when customers-users
come to the site from various search engines),
advertising (when customers-users get to the site
based on advertisements from other sites or
resources), social (when client-users get to the site
from various social networks), referral (when client-
users get to the site through materials posted on
other resources), targeted (when clients - users are
interested in what you sell or offer), untargeted (when
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customers-users get to the site by accident and do
not continue any actions that are provided by visiting
the site or creating an advertisement).

Individual specialists-practitioners in the field
of creating advertising campaigns single out the so-
called «synthetic indicators of the evaluation of an
advertising campaign», which include: clicks (the
indicator of paid traffic, conversions of customers-
users following advertisements); CTR (click rate);
CPC (cost per click); CPM (cost per thousand
impressions); CPV (cost per view); percentage of
impressions received; percentage of received
impressions in the top position; percentage of lost
impressions; keyword quality index; failure rate;
number of conversions; conversion rate; indicators
of the cost of the target action (CPA - the cost of
obtaining a target action (conversion) on the site;
CPO - the cost of obtaining an order for a product
or service on the site; CPL - the cost of attracting
one lead for the project; CAC - the cost of attracting
a new client); average check; ROAS (return on
investment in advertising); ROI (return on
investment); ROMI (return on marketing
investment).

Before launching an advertising campaign and
subsequently using indicators to assess its
effectiveness, first of all, it is necessary to decide on
the components of marketing tactics and strategy,
namely:

– who represents the potential audience;
– exactly where and on which sites the client

from the potential audience converts;
– what exactly (what target actions of the

client-user of the site) must be monitored and
analyzed;

– which of the client’s actions should be
investigated in the first place, which will provide
more information about the user’s behavior before
the conversion;

– where exactly (in which system, for example,
Google Ads, Bing Ads, Amazon Seller Central, etc.)
to launch the advertising campaign.

Having decided on the components of
marketing tactics and strategy, it is possible to form
a system of indicators for evaluating the effectiveness
of an advertising campaign.

When forming marketing tactics and strategy,
it is appropriate to use the SMART model, the
practical application of which, in the future, will
allow more effective assessment of the results of the
advertising campaign.

The basic objectives of the SMART model are
as follows:

– Specific – they must be clearly defined;

– Measurable – they can be measured;
– Attainable – they can be achieved;
– Relevant – they must be relevant;
– Time-related – must be achieved within a

certain period of time.
At the initial stages of the formation of

marketing tactics and strategy, as basic indicators,
for further evaluation of the effectiveness of the
advertising campaign, it is possible to use the
following indicators, namely: the number of
impressions of the advertisement, the number of
users, the number of clicks, the rejection rate, the
clickability rate of the advertisement, the number of
pages per session, average session time, etc. The use
of such indicators will allow you to obtain data on
the frequency of display and attractiveness of the
advertisement for the target audience, as well as on
the relevance of the landing page.

Analyzing the practice of using indicators for
evaluating the effectiveness of an advertising
campaign, it is appropriate to note that there are a
sufficient number of them, the use of which depends,
first of all, on the features of such a campaign,
however, in general, such indicators can be divided
into two main blocks, namely: marketing indicators
and financial.

To consider the essence of the main indicators
that are most used under the current conditions of
functioning of the global marketing environment.

The main marketing indicators for evaluating
the effectiveness of an advertising campaign include:

– CTR (click rate);
– CR (conversion ratio);
– CPC (cost per click);
– CPM (price per thousand impressions);
– CPA (cost of target action);
– CPI (Cost of Mobile App Install).
The main financial indicators for evaluating the

effectiveness of an advertising campaign include:
– ROAS (return on investment in advertising);
– ROI (return on investment ratio);
– ROMI (marketing return on investment

ratio);
– CAC (cost of attracting a new client);
– LTV (profit during cooperation with the

client).
CTR (Click Through Rate) – clickability

indicator – reflects how often a client-user clicks
on an advertisement after viewing it. The use of this
indicator allows you to determine which
advertisements provide more conversions to the
advertiser’s site, and reflects the relevance of the
advertisement to the client-user’s request. According
to the level of this indicator, it is possible to investigate
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the following things: if the indicator has a high level,
this, most likely, indicates in favor of the fact that
the advertisement in the network (search, contextual
media, etc.) encourages the client-user to click on it
and such advertisement is attractive to the target
audience; if the indicator has a low level, it most
likely indicates that the advertisement does not reach
the target audience and, accordingly, it is necessary
to change the marketing tactics. At the same time, it
is impractical to unequivocally state that the same
values of such an indicator indicate the same thing
for different niches. The correct range of values for
such an indicator for a specific niche is influenced
by the target audience, the level of competition, the
time the advertisement is displayed, seasonality, the
location of the customer-users, the types of
advertising campaigns, etc. Mathematically, this
indicator is calculated by determining the ratio of
the number of clicks for a specific time period and
the number of impressions for the same period.

CR (Conversion Rate) reflects what percentage
of customers-users-visitors made a purchase or any
other targeted action (phone call, registration on the
site, adding a product to the cart, etc.) after going to
the site following an advertisement. The use of this
indicator allows you to determine the quality of the
advertisement and whether the client-user found
exactly what he was looking for on the site.
Mathematically, this indicator is calculated by
determining the ratio of the number of targeted
actions for a specific time period and the number of
all site visitors for the same period.

CPC (Cost Per Click) reflects the average cost
per click that an advertiser pays when a client-user
goes to the site. The value of this indicator is
influenced by the relevance of the advertisement,
region, display time, clickability, competition in the
market, etc. Using this indicator allows you to
determine the ranges of minimum and maximum
prices per click. Mathematically, this indicator is
calculated by determining the ratio of total advertising
costs for a specific time period and the number of
clicks for the same period.

CPM (Cost per Mille) – price per thousand
impressions – reflects how much money the
advertiser pays for one thousand impressions of the
banner in the visible area of the screen. The use of
this indicator allows you to optimize work on reaching
a wide target audience and brand recognition.
Mathematically, this indicator is calculated by
determining the ratio of total advertising costs for a
specific time period and the number of impressions
for the same period. The value of this indicator should
be analyzed together with the CTR indicator. This

will make it possible to comprehensively assess the
involvement of the target audience, the relevance of
the advertisement, the quality of the banner used,
etc.

CPA (Cost per Action) – the cost of a targeted
action – reflects how much a targeted action on the
site costs the advertiser, that is, how much the
advertiser pays for a conversion for an advertisement.
The use of this indicator allows you to optimize the
work at the stage of launching (relaunching) an
advertising campaign regarding the targeted actions
of customers-users from the target (non-target)
audience, taking into account their marketing goals.
Mathematically, this indicator is calculated by
determining the ratio of total advertising costs for a
specific period and the number of targeted actions
for the same period.

The CPL (Cost per Lead) indicator is similar
in nature to the CPA indicator – the cost of a lead
– which is mathematically calculated, like CPA,
but in terms of meaningful content, the cost of a
lead means the cost of a potential customer (a
customer-user who left his contacts or filled out the
form to receive additional information, etc.).

CPI (Cost per Install) – the cost of installing a
mobile application – reflects how much it costs an
advertiser to install an application. In its essence,
this indicator is also a type of CPA. The use of this
indicator allows you to optimize the work at the
stage of launching (relaunching) an advertising
campaign in relation to the target actions of
customer-users, where the target action is to install
the application, taking into account your marketing
goals. Mathematically, this indicator is calculated
by determining the ratio of total advertising costs for
a specific period and the number of app installs for
the same period.

ROAS (Return on Ad Spend) – the coefficient
of profitability of investment in advertising – reflects
the profitability of spending only on contextual
advertising. The use of this indicator allows you to
estimate how much money each monetary unit of
investment in contextual advertising brought, and to
determine the effectiveness of the advertising
campaign as a whole or by separate groups of
advertisements, specific advertisements and a keyword
in an advertisement. Mathematically, this indicator
is calculated by determining the ratio of total
advertising revenue for a specific period of time to
total expenses for the same period. If the value of
this indicator is equal to 1 (100%), it means that the
advertising campaign worked to zero.

ROMI (Return on Marketing Investment) –
the coefficient of profitability of investments in
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The name of the 
indicator 

The essence of the indicator Functional purpose 

Marketing indicators for evaluating the effectiveness of an advertising campaign 

CTR (click-through 

rate) 

reflects how often a customer-

user clicks on an advertisement 

after viewing it 

– allows you to determine which advertisements provide 

more conversions to the advertiser's site; 

– reflects the compliance of the announcement with the 

request of the client-user 

CR (Conversion Rate) 

shows what percentage of 

customers-users-visitors made a 

purchase or any other targeted 

action (phone call, registration 

on the site, adding a product to 

the cart, etc.) after going to the 

site following an advertisement 

– allows you to determine the quality of the advertisement;

– allows you to determine whether the client-user found 

exactly what he was looking for on the site 

CPC (cost per click) 

represents the average cost per 

click paid by an advertiser when 

a customer-user goes to the site 

allows you to define ranges of minimum and maximum 

prices per click 

CPM (cost per thousand 

impressions) 

displays how much money the 

advertiser pays for one thousand 

impressions of the banner in the 

visible area of the screen 

allows you to optimize work on reaching a wide target 

audience and brand recognition 

CPA (cost per action) 

reflects how much a targeted 

action on the site costs the 

advertiser, i.e. how much the 

advertiser pays for a conversion 

for an advertisement 

allows you to optimize the work at the stage of launching 

(relaunching) an advertising campaign regarding the 

targeted actions of customers-users from the target (non-
target) audience, taking into account their marketing goals 

CPI (cost per mobile 

app install) 

reflects how much it costs the 

advertiser to install the app 

allows you to optimize the work at the stage of launching 

(relaunching) an advertising campaign in relation to the 

target actions of customer-users, where the target action is 

to install the application, taking into account your 

marketing goals 

Financial indicators for evaluating the effectiveness of an advertising campaign 

ROAS (return on 

advertising investment 

ratio) 

reflects the profitability of 

spending only on contextual 

advertising 

– allows you to estimate how much money each unit of 
investment in contextual advertising brought; 

– allows you to determine the effectiveness of the 

advertising campaign as a whole or by separate groups of 

advertisements, specific advertisements and the keyword 

in the advertisement 

ROI (return on 

investment ratio) 

reflects the financial 

profitability of investments in 

business 

allows you to determine the profitability (loss) of the 

business taking into account all costs of business activity 

ROMI (marketing 

return on investment 
ratio) 

reflects the profitability of 

investments in marketing as a 
whole 

allows you to determine profitable and unprofitable 

sources of traffic and, based on this analysis, redistribute 
funds to promotion channels that are more effective 

CAC (cost of acquiring 

a new customer) 

reflects the amount of money 

spent to attract one client 

allows you to evaluate within the framework of a specific 

advertising campaign the ratio of "results obtained – 

actions taken – funds spent" in relation to attracting a new 

client 

LTV (profit during the 

period of cooperation 

with the client) 

reflects the profit received from 

the client during cooperation 

allows, in combination with CAC, to determine ways to 

optimize marketing strategy and tactics 

 

Indicators for evaluating the effectiveness of an advertising campaign

Source: completed by authors
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marketing – reflects the profitability of investments
in marketing as a whole. For this, data from
contextual and media advertising, video advertising,
SEO and SMM promotion, e-mail newsletters and
other sources are taken into consideration. The use
of this indicator allows you to determine profitable
and unprofitable sources of traffic and, based on
this analysis, redistribute funds to promotion channels
that are more effective (ROMI reflects only the return
of marketing investments). Mathematically, this
indicator is calculated by determining the ratio of
the difference between advertising revenue and
marketing costs and marketing costs. The overall
rate of return on investment in marketing is calculated
based on the totality of data on all advertising
channels.

ROI (Return on Investment) reflects the
financial profitability of investments in business. The
use of this indicator allows you to determine the
profitability (loss) of the business taking into account
all the costs of business activity (ROI determines
the profitability of the business as a whole).
Mathematically, this indicator is calculated by
determining the ratio of the difference between the
company’s income and total expenses and total
expenses.

CAC (Customer Acquisition Cost) – the cost
of attracting a new customer – reflects the amount
of money spent to attract one customer. The use of
this indicator makes it possible to evaluate the ratio
of «results obtained – actions taken – funds spent»
in relation to attracting a new client within the
framework of a specific advertising campaign.
Mathematically, this indicator is calculated by
determining the ratio of total costs (not only the
budget for the advertising campaign, but also all
additional costs, for example, paying for the services
of a specialist in contextual advertising, ordering
banners from a designer, paying for servers for
publications and other additional services) for a
specific period and number of involved customers
for the same period.

LTV (Lifetime Value) – profit during the period
of cooperation with the client – reflects the profit
received from the client during the period of
cooperation. Using this indicator together with CAC
allows you to determine ways to optimize your
marketing strategy and tactics. To calculate such an
indicator, data on the average check AOV (Average
Order Value), the frequency of repeated purchases
RPR (Repeat Purchase Rates), the time during which
the client-user actively uses the Lifetime product is
required.

A summary of the most used indicators for

evaluating the effectiveness of an advertising
campaign, their essence and functional purpose is
presented in Table.

The practical application of the indicators
described above in order to carry out their dynamic
analysis makes it possible to determine specific
regularities of targeted actions of customers-users,
the influence of seasonality on the features of the
components of an advertising campaign, the features
of traffic and the transition of visitors to the status
of buyers, which, in the end, directly affects the
cost of targeted actions and return on investment in
an advertising campaign.

Conclusions
Summarizing the results of the conducted

research on existing indicators for evaluating the
effectiveness of an advertising campaign, which take
into account the peculiarities of the functioning of
the global economy under modern conditions, their
essence and functional purpose, it is appropriate to
note that today such issues are described quite
succinctly in the recommendations of marketing
practitioners, which, in in turn, emphasizes the
importance of creating an appropriate scientific basis
for use in the practical activities of economic entities.
In addition, it is worth noting that for a reliable
assessment of the effectiveness and profitability of
an advertising campaign, a comprehensive
comparison of various indicators that characterize
individual components of an advertising campaign
is necessary. The use of indicators to evaluate the
effectiveness of the advertising campaign will allow
further adjustment of marketing tactics and strategy,
forming specific actions in the direction of increasing
the attractiveness of the advertising campaign based
on the results of the analysis of performance
indicators.

The direction of further research in the specified
scientific and practical field is the substantiation of
methodological approaches to the formation of a
system of indicators for evaluating the effectiveness
of an advertising campaign, taking into account the
characteristics of the product and the activity of the
business entity.
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ÏÎÊÀÇÍÈÊÈ ÎÖ²ÍÞÂÀÍÍß ÅÔÅÊÒÈÂÍÎÑÒ²
ÐÅÊËÀÌÍÎ¯ ÊÀÌÏÀÍ²¯: ÑÓÒÍ²ÑÍÈÉ ÀÍÀË²Ç

Ãàðì³äåð Ë.Ä., Êóöèíñüêèé À.Â., Êóöèíñüêà Ì.Â.

Ïðîàíàë³çîâàíî ñó÷àñíèé ñòàí äîñë³äæåíîñò³ òåîðåòè÷-
íîãî ï³ä´ðóíòÿ äëÿ çä³éñíåííÿ îö³íþâàííÿ åôåêòèâíîñò³ ðåê-
ëàìíî¿ êàìïàí³¿, íàäàíîãî â ñïåö³àëüí³é òà íàóêîâ³é ë³òåðà-
òóð³, ðåçóëüòàòè ÷îãî ñâ³ä÷àòü ïðî òå, ùî öèì ïèòàííÿì ³
ïðîáëåìàì ïðèä³ëÿºòüñÿ óâàãà. Ïðè öüîìó, ñòîñîâíî òåîðå-
òè÷íèõ àñïåêò³â çä³éñíåííÿ îö³íþâàííÿ åôåêòèâíîñò³ ðåêëàìíî¿
êàìïàí³¿ ç óðàõóâàííÿì ð³çíîìàí³òíèõ ôàêòîð³â òà ÷èííèê³â
âïëèâó, ñëóøíî çàçíà÷èòè, ùî òàê³ ïèòàííÿ îïèñóþòüñÿ äî-
ñèòü òåçèñíî ó ðåêîìåíäàö³ÿõ ïðàêòèê³â-ìàðêåòîëîã³â àáî
íàâîäÿòüñÿ óçàãàëüíåíî â íàóêîâèõ ïðàöÿõ, ùî, â ñâîþ ÷åðãó,
ï³äêðåñëþº âàæëèâ³ñòü ñòâîðåííÿ òàêîãî íàóêîâîãî ï³ä´ðóíòÿ
äëÿ çàñòîñóâàííÿ ó ïðàêòè÷í³é ä³ÿëüíîñò³ ñóá’ºêò³â ãîñïîäà-
ðþâàííÿ ð³çíèõ ôîðì âëàñíîñò³ çà ñó÷àñíèõ óìîâ ôóíêö³îíó-
âàííÿ óêðà¿íñüêîãî ðèíêó. Ïðîàíàë³çîâàíî ïîêàçíèêè, ùî ïðî-
ïîíóþòüñÿ äî âèêîðèñòàííÿ ïðàêòèêàìè äëÿ îö³íþâàííÿ åôåê-
òèâíîñò³ ðåêëàìíî¿ êàìïàí³¿, ¿õ ðîçïîä³ëåíî íà äâ³ ãðóïè: ìàð-
êåòèíãîâ³ òà ô³íàíñîâ³. Äî ìàðêåòèíãîâèõ ïîêàçíèê³â îö³íþ-
âàííÿ åôåêòèâíîñò³ ðåêëàìíî¿ êàìïàí³¿ â³äíåñåíî: CTR (ïî-
êàçíèê êë³êàáåëüíîñò³); CR (êîåô³ö³ºíò êîíâåðñ³¿); CPC
(âàðò³ñòü êë³êà); CPM (ö³íà çà òèñÿ÷ó ïîêàç³â); CPA (âàðò³ñòü
ö³ëüîâîãî ä³¿); CPI (âàðò³ñòü âñòàíîâëåííÿ ìîá³ëüíîãî äîäàò-
êà). Äî ô³íàíñîâèõ ïîêàçíèê³â îö³íþâàííÿ åôåêòèâíîñò³ ðåê-
ëàìíî¿ êàìïàí³¿ â³äíåñåíî: ROAS (êîåô³ö³ºíò ðåíòàáåëüíîñò³
³íâåñòèö³é â ðåêëàìó); ROI (êîåô³ö³ºíò ðåíòàáåëüíîñò³ ³íâåñ-
òèö³é); ROMI (êîåô³ö³ºíò ðåíòàáåëüíîñò³ ³íâåñòèö³é â ìàð-
êåòèíã); CAC (âàðò³ñòü çàëó÷åííÿ íîâîãî êë³ºíòà); LTV (ïðè-
áóòîê çà ÷àñ ñï³âïðàö³ ç êë³ºíòîì). Ïðîàíàë³çîâàíî ñóòí³ñòü ³
ôóíêö³îíàëüíå ïðèçíà÷åííÿ ìàðêåòèíãîâèõ òà ô³íàíñîâèõ ïî-
êàçíèê³â äëÿ îö³íþâàííÿ åôåêòèâíîñò³ ðåêëàìíî¿ êàìïàí³¿.

Êëþ÷îâ³ ñëîâà: ðåêëàìíà êàìïàí³ÿ, ïîêàçíèêè
îö³íþâàííÿ, åôåêòèâí³ñòü ðåêëàìíî¿ êàìïàí³¿, ìàðêåòèíãîâ³
ïîêàçíèêè, ô³íàíñîâ³ ïîêàçíèêè.
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The current state of the research of the theoretical basis for
evaluating the effectiveness of the advertising campaign, presented
in the special and scientific literature, is analyzed, the results of
which indicate that attention is paid to these issues and problems. At
the same time, with regard to the theoretical aspects of evaluating
the effectiveness of an advertising campaign taking into account various
factors and influencing factors, it is appropriate to note that such
issues are described quite concisely in the recommendations of
marketing practitioners or are summarized in scientific works, which,
in turn, emphasizes the importance of creating such scientific basis
for application in the practical activity of economic entities of various
forms of ownership under modern conditions of functioning of the
Ukrainian market. The indicators proposed for use by practitioners
to evaluate the effectiveness of the advertising campaign were analyzed,
and they were divided into two groups: marketing and financial.
Marketing indicators for evaluating the effectiveness of an advertising
campaign include: CTR (clickability rate); CR (conversion rate);
CPC (cost per click); CPM (cost per thousand impressions); CPA
(cost per action); CPI (cost per mobile app install). Financial
indicators for evaluating the effectiveness of an advertising campaign
include: ROAS (return on investment in advertising); ROI (return
on investment ratio); ROMI (marketing return on investment ratio);
CAC (cost of attracting a new customer); LTV (profit during the
period of cooperation with the client). The essence and functional
purpose of marketing and financial indicators for evaluating the
effectiveness of the advertising campaign are analyzed.

Keywords: advertising campaign, evaluation indicators,
advertising campaign effectiveness, marketing indicators, finan-
cial indicators.
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